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Abstract: This study aimed to identify the effect of some methods of feedback on the accuracy of correction
and the morale of junior football. The researchers used the  experimental  method  with  experimental  design
(one experimental group) and the sample was of 20 practitioners of football. The researchers used running
without the ball test then correction with the front of the foot, test of correction from stability with the front of
the  foot, measure the level of morale of the athletes ,Mona Mokhtar prepare it as tools for data collection.
Results were that the visual feedback has positive impact on learning skill of shooting in football, increasing
the morale of junior football. Rate of change between pre and interphase 2 was between 36.26% and 44.84% in
the correction of soccer, 76.81% in the morale of the junior football. The study recommended the use of visual
feedback in learning correction skill in junior football and raising their morale.
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INTRODUCTION Researchers found that the morale is of the psychological

Correction is one of the most important skills of various activities of sports in general and football in
football that adds pleasure to performance at football particular and Rateb [6]suggests the importance of the
games where the pace is slow if the game entirely devoid role of the coach in identifying aspects of the morale of
of correction, leading to fatigue seen by all the players, the players through the acting performance level of less
without exception, both defenders and attackers. than their real level, the large number of complaints, the
Correction skill require that the players have the skill to existence of conflicts between athletes, lack of interaction
control the ball and force and precision during the between them, lack of clarity of duties and tasks including
correction with a sense of distance, time and place and the uniqueness and the  individual behavior and a sense of
coaches and teachers must be attention to educating indifference and lack of interest  as well as a limited
correction skill of the ball with the utmost precision. This response to the meetings of the panel. The coach as a
skill is required when the player finds a great distance leader plays an important role in raising the morale of the
between him and the nearest opponent during running the athletes through creating the psychological atmosphere
ball, it is also used when an offensive player wants to get and social help to achieve objectives of the group as it
rid of a defender who is being with him or his successor seeks to develop a commitment to team members about
and this skill must be proficient particular for the attackers their goals, as the reason for winning championships more
and the players of the halfway line but where their than team sports is the effectiveness of psychological and
performance is characterized by difficult and precise while social atmosphere.
aiming the ball [1-5]. So, the research problem arouse of the use of

Many researchers do not use the methods of feedback to identify its impact on improving the level of
feedback in teaching correction as the most important skill precision in football (running without the ball and general
in football for young men, with the use of visual learning foot correction - correction of foot stability generally ) and
technology, which has a positive impact on their morale. morale of football juniors.

characteristics that must be displayed by the junior in
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Research Objectives: torsion of the variables (age, height, weight, - running

Identifying the effectiveness of visual feedback to foot  - correction from stability with the front of the foot,
improve the precision in football (running without the morale) was -0.10: 0.95, respectively and these values are
ball and general foot correction - correction of foot confined with (±3) and is located under the curve
stability generally ) and the morale of the beginner equinoctial which shows the homogeneity of the sample
soccer. for the football beginner.
Identifying the differences in the rates of change
between pre, intra-and post measurements of Tools and Means of Collecting Data:
accuracy in football (running without the ball and
general foot correction - correction of foot stability Measure for weight in kilograms Ristameter to
generally ) and the morale of the beginner soccer. measure length in centimeters.

Hypotheses: Educational CD Used: The Researchers designed an

There are significant differences between tribal contains: video clips show the performance of motor skills
measurements (interphase 1 - interphase 2 - post test) under consideration of the following:
to improve the level of precision in football (running
without the ball and general foot correction - An educational model for teaching skills as the
correction of general foot stability ) and morale for researchers perform the educational model and the
the post test measurement. steps of education.
There are differences in the rates of change between A model of education where the model illustrates the
pre, intra-and post measurements of accuracy in technical steps to perform the skills under discussion
football (running without the ball and general foot in addition to special training skill correction, which
correction - correction of foot stability generally ) and works to raise the level of performance of those skills.
morale for intra-and post test measurement.

MATERIALS AND METHODS ball and then shooting at large foot [4].

Approach: The Researchers used the experimental method Test the stability of the correction of the foot
with experimental design (one experimental group) and generally [4].
measure before it and measure after it and measure Level of morale of the athletes prepared by Mokhtar
between it to the nature of the research. [7].

The Research Sample: Basic sample was selected Stability: The researchers applied and then re-applied the
intentionally by 30 beginner from the research community test method to the total sample (10 players), beginning
by 20 beginners from the practitioners of football, the from the same research community and the first
Researchers used 10 beginners from the practitioners application was from 21 / 2 to 2/24/2010 and after 3 days
football for surveys (validity and reliability) of the tests of the second application made on the same sample and
under discussion. under the same conditions, sincerity of the tests were

Homogeneity of the Sample: The researchers made a between the measurements of first and second tests for
homogeneity on the sample of the research and the total the skills of football and morale under discussion.
of 20 beginners in variables (age, height, weight, skills, Correlation coefficient ranged between 0.79 and 0.81 and
football, running without the ball and then correction with coefficient honesty ranged between 0.88 and 0.90 which
the front of the foot  - correction from stability with the shows the validity and reliability of tests under
front of the foot - morale) and found that the coefficient of discussion.

without the ball and then correction with the front of the

educational CD to be displayed using the data show

Skill Tests in Football: Testing of running without the

calculated and the found correlation is acceptable
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The Basic Study: Measurements and Inter-Dimensional Measurement:
Fundamentals of the Program:

Identifying skill education that is taught within each
educational unit.
Identifying characteristics of the growth of the
research sample.
Studying and identifying tools to assist in the
process of learning the skills of shooting in football
and capabilities needed during implementation.
Attention to follow-up process in various stages of
implementing the program and the final assessment
of the program.

Content of the Program:

Teaching running, correction skills and make sure
about it.
Teaching correction from stability with the front of
the foot skill and ensure about it.

Steps to the Program:

Tests for the accuracy of the correction.
Identifying the physical fitness training which will be
contained in the program of visual feedback.
Identifying the tools used in the program of visual
feedback.
Identifying the time period of the education program
twelve weeks beginning 03/01/2010 until 26/05/2010.
Determining the number of units in three weekly
lessons per week on Saturdays, Mondays and
Wednesdays.
The Researchers divided the standardization of the
time module to the research group of 45 minutes into
5 minutes administrative work, 10 minutes physical
preparation, 10 minutes to see the data show (activity
education), 15 minutes for the activity applied (the
statute)  and 5 minutes conclusion.

Tribal measurement: Measurement is a tribal group
search in 02/28/2010.

The Application of the Experience: The Researchers
applied the proposed educational program for the football
skills on the extension of the experimental group (1) and
the study was conducted in the period from 03/01/2010 to
26/05/2010.

Measurements and inter-dimensional measurement were
conducted every month for a number of measurements
inter-dimensional measurement and three measurements
(measurement 1in interphase 30/03/2010 - measurement 2
in interphase 28/04/2010,and telemetric in 26/05/2010).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 6 shows rates of change between pre and intra-
measurement and post test for accuracy in football skills
and morale, they ranged between 10.07% to 11.60% and
between 23.26% to 24.27% for tribal and interphase 2
measurements and between  36.26% and 44.84% for pre
and post measurements in the correction skill of soccer,
the percentage of the change in morale between pre and
interphase was 24.77% and between pre and interphase 2
was 69.67% and between pre and post measurements was
76.81%.

DISCUSSION

Table1 shows the existence of significant differences
between the mean measurements of football skills
(running without the ball and then correction of the foot
generally - correction of foot stability generally) and
morale. It is clear from Table 2 the direction of the
difference averages of measurements (tribal - interphase
1 - interphase 2 - post test) to the skills of football under
consideration for the measurements of intra and telemetric
in all tests of football skills, as there are no differences
between the tribal and interphase 1 measurements in all
tests of football skills. The researchers refer these results
to the positive effect of the visual feedback program for
accuracy correction and morale and may be some
differences between the measures and the last measure in
all tests under consideration to the nature of the junior
age group and their need for repetition, which led to a
high level of interphase 2 and post test measurements.

As shown in Table 3, rates of change between pre,
intra-measurement and post test in the skills of football
(running without the ball and then correction of the foot
generally - correction of foot stability generally) for junior
football. Researchers refer progress in skill of correction
stability  generally  foot  to  that  the  importance  of  this
skill  is  in sequencing  images and combination between
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Table 1: Significant differences between measurements (tribal - measurement 1 - measurement 2 -  post  test)  for  accuracy  in  football  skills  and  morale.
N 1 = N 2 = N 3 = N 4 = 20

Tests   (S.V) (S.S) (D.F) (M.S) (F)

Running without the ball and then Among the  groups 47.28 3 15.76 4.79*
correction of the foot generally Inside the  groups 250.37 76 3.29
Correction of foot stability generally Among the  groups 58.13 3 19.37 8.00*

Inside the  groups 183.76 76 2.42

Morale Among the  groups 44.58 3 14.86 3.76*
Inside the  groups 299.82 76 3.95

Value (F) indexed at 0.05 level and degrees of freedom (3.76) = 2.74

Table 2: Mean differences between measurements (tribal - measurement 1 -measurement 2 - post test) for accuracy in football skills and morale

Tests Measurements x Clannish 1 2 Offline Tiouky

Running without the ball and then Clannish 25.92 - 2.61 6.03* 9.40* 0.70
correction of the foot generally 1 28.53 - 3.42* 6.79*

2 31.95 - 3.37*
Offline 35.32 -

Correction of foot stability generally Clannish 25.87 - 3.00 6.28* 11.60* 1.57
1 28.87 - 3.28* 8.60*
2 32.15 - 5.32*
Offline 37.47 -

Morale Clannish 46.87 - 11.6 22.8* 36.0* 12.57
1 58.48 - 11.19* 24.39*
2 69.67 - 13.2*
Offline 82.87 -

Table 3: Differences in rates of change between pre and measurements of intra-and post test measurement for accuracy in football skills and morale

Pre and and interphase Pre and two interphase Measurement pre and post
---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------------

Tests Clannish 1 Percent 2 Percent Offline Percent

Running without the ball and then 25.92 28.53 10.07% 31.95 23.26% 35.32 36.26%
correction of the foot generally
Correction of foot stability generally 25.87 28.87 11.60% 32.15 24.27% 37.47 44.84%
Morale 46.87 58.48 24.77% 69.67 48.65% 82.87 76.81%

this skill and separate images for each level of education The Researchers were explicit in the educational
in addition to the written text next to each separate image model  for  the  performance of such skill to make
shows the technical points of each stage separately in beginners carry out the model overall skill in order to get
addition to the consolidated text for all images, video complete concepts for the performance of that skill in
clips, educational and global led to a positive effect on addition to the factor of the thrill of the attraction
which is consistent with the findings of previous studies provided by the computer in transferring this skill as the
[2, 5, 8]. images collected for this skill describes how to perform

The researchers regarded doing the educational skill the skill properly and this is in accordance with the study
correction gradually, learning the skill from the simple to of Ibrahim [10].
the compound in addition to the illustrations and The author also suggests that the skill of running
references describing the foot leading to the skill and the without the ball and then correction of the foot generally
text was written in an easy way to be read, so this is requires accuracy and speed in performance due to the
consistent in particular with the beginners and the prevalence of performance in many situations like fixed
educational model demonstrates how to perform that skill, kicks of corners and other strikes are important but the
This is consistent with the study of Hussein [9]. difficulty  of  the skill they is running without the ball  and
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